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In this issue of AWIS Magazine we look at how science 
intersects with popular culture and what this 

meeting produces. To kick off the issue, Christina   
 Fuentes considers the divide between scientists   
 and the public and how we can go about bridging it.

 Advances in technology have made many a contri-  
 bution to popular culture. Just look at any number   
 of objects that have become indispensable to your 
every day existence, such as your cell phone, GPS, and iPod. In her article, 
Laura Mays Hoopes looks at how future advances in technology may 
result in human-oriented computing products such as chairs that hug.  
Lindsay Reese also gives us a rundown of some personal technology items 
we might soon encounter such as bionic contact lenses and a robot that 
does laundry, cleans rooms, and mops floors.

Computers have come a long way over the years too, and the ways we 
use computers have also changed. Many of us spend countless hours on 
social networking sights such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and MySpace. 
Some of us are also avid bloggers. In her article on finding support in 
unusual places, Amber Mathews discusses how blogs have increasingly 
been used as a means to communicate and develop personally and 
professionally.

And of course, a magazine looking at science and popular culture wouldn’t 
be complete without an article on how scientists and science are portrayed 
in popular culture including television, movies, books and newspapers. 
We have several articles that tackle this, including Marsha Lucas’ article on 
the forensic science of CSI (as well as a side bar on women scientists on 
television) and JaNae Joyner-Grantham’s Science and Society column on 
how science has invaded television programs. In a related article, our 
new Career Talk columnist, Marykate Crouthamel, looks at how forensic 
science shows such as CSI are increasing the numbers of people who 
want to become forensic scientists.

As you know, we are constantly trying to improve AWIS Magazine, and 
this month we are debuting a new column called To PI, or Not to PI. In 
this column, Karen Elkin will explore the ins and outs of becoming a PI 
and give advice for those who are considering going into academia. 
You’ll also notice on page 7 of this issue we have a new Contributors 
section where we highlight and acknowledge all the wonderful women 
who wrote feature articles for this issue. n

Popular Culture
Science and
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Looking back, the engines of popular culture in the nine-
teenth century were saloons, music halls, theater, and the 

popular press. They vied with each other and even government 
for the hearts, minds and pocket books of society. But popular 
culture, unlike customs and tradition, doesn’t stand still. It in-
variably “fluctuates and recomposes,” in the words of Peter Bai-
ley, according to ever evolving tastes (1). Today, the internet 
fulfills somewhat the same role as music halls, theater and the 
press, entertaining, informing, and competing for our hard-
earned cash (it hasn’t yet supplanted public bars). As a conse-
quence, we find ourselves tethered to electronic communica-
tions. So much so that accessing information online--that 
realm we call “cyberspace”--has become an indelible part of our 
daily routine. As evidence, think of the recent New York Times 
and CNBC interview with Barak Obama. The president-elect fa-
mously admitted that he is so addicted to using his Blackberry 
that when the time comes White House staff will have to “pry it” 
from his hands (2).
More and more, we are lured away from our customary brick-
and-mortar haunts to download movies, shop or bank online. It 
is no longer necessary to compose a letter, post it and await a 
reply some days or weeks out; no longer necessary for us to 
pull on those winter galoshes, face the ice storm, and pay the 
bank manager a personal visit to discuss the latest rates on Cer-
tificates of Deposit. We need only fill out an online application, 
jot off an email, text message, or teleconference and receive a 
real time response, or something very near to it. What I value 
the most, is that I no longer need to deal with the misogynist 
car salesman because he is replaced by online car buying soft-
ware.
If you want to do your own product research, you can Twitter 
for the best coffee maker out there (by popular acclaim), Yelp 
your next restaurant choice (by those who choose to review), 
or Google the “Best mutual funds to invest in.” Ah, but therein 
lies the rub. A Google-search of just that generates 495,000 re-
sults! How does one possibly sort through 495,000 results and 
obtain something meaningful? Should one just trust the advice 
of perfect strangers on what choices they should make? This 
may be the answer for some but I contend that as scientist we 
should develop a much more analytical approach. 
To begin with, there is a lot of great information on the web 
that can serve us well. For example, the many online tools; such 

as, “calculators” for retirement planning, saving and investing 
software, automatic credit card payments, social security calcu-
lators, IRA and other estate planning templates. How do you 
decide which online tools and websites will work for you? One 
suggestion--steer towards those that help you track how you 
are doing and NOT temp you to spend more money. If you are 
not saving money within a couple of months, you are likely uti-
lizing the wrong cash flow management tool. You’d be well ad-
vised to search for tools that will encourage you to save for 
those things that will add true value to your life and not just 
spend on the next gadget.
But, don’t let the intrinsically democratic nature of the internet 
lull you into neglecting your due diligence and accepting what 
appears to be the majority opinion. The internet is unregulat-
ed. Products, referrals and services offered online aren’t neces-
sarily benign, and even the well-intended advice of strangers 
may be completely unsuited to your particular needs. Keep in 
mind that marketing professionals work in cyberspace and 
make it their business to get us to buy. Bob Gunn and Betsy 
Raskin Gullickson in an article titled “Mind-set” produced for 
the Institute of Management Accountants reiterate the tremen-
dous power of words to shape mind-set (3). “It’s no wonder that 
companies often spend tremendous amounts of time and 
money in choosing and developing a name. It translates to a 
shorthand description of behavior and context, two tools that 
leaders ply to get the results they seek.” Might this be why we 
selected iTunes over Napster? 
Similarly, there are many websites offering investment soft-
ware to the unwary. One site I came across boldly proclaims: 
“Individuals can and do beat the pros! The use of our software 
enhances your ability to think for yourself so you can be your 
own stock analyst.” We know that the stock market is no place 
for dabblers yet we can’t help but wonder if maybe they have 
found ‘the secret.’ If you seriously want to invest, seek the help 
of an independent financial professional and learn how to align 
your finances with your goals. Investing is about a consistent 
application of strategy and rebalancing not a gimmick that can 
be sold as a quick online product.
Visit any of the social networking websites like YouTube, Face-
book, MySpace or Twitter and you will find people seeking and 
giving advice. True, you may learn how individuals have recov-
ered from financial distress, made a bundle from their invest-

The Financial Perils of
Cyberspace

By Edi Alvarez
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ments or used certain financial tools to achieve their own 
success. The anecdotal evidence you find for making one 
particular choice or another may seem compelling, but you 
must always ask yourself: “What are the qualifications of the 
person offering the advice or information? What is their mo-
tive? Is the advice or information offered truly relevant?”
When navigating cyberspace, be wary of miracles and watch 
out for possible conflicts of interest. There is a saying in fi-
nancial circles that may help you when trying to decide if 
you should accept advice:  “Follow the money.” The idea is 
that if you track who is getting paid, you’ll learn who truly 
benefits from the advice. You may find that the ‘free’ advice 
you are receiving actually benefits those who are giving it 
free but are not appropriate for you situation. 
Exchange sites like Craigslist, Kijiji and Amazon can be used 
easily by unethical users. Don’t expect that someone who 

has posted “$$$ We can help you! $$$ No matter how bad your 
current credit or financial situations are you can get the cash 
you need!” seriously has your best interest at heart. You may 
laugh, but this sort of posting wouldn’t be there if it didn’t work 
at some level.
Lastly, be very self-aware of how much personal and financial 
information you disclose online. There’s no harm in perusing a 
website with a critical eye; it’s quite another to divulge your 
personal details. Identity theft is a very real and growing threat. 
Self-professed personal growth and guidance websites (like ce-
lebrity-babies or savingadvice or mainstream) lure readers with 
sensational headlines that focus on celebrity personalities or 
trendy tips for self improvement. The verdict is still out on the 
utility of this sort of education. It is pretty clear to me that we 
have little to learn about our finances from Britney Spears and 
Kevin Federline’s prenuptial agreement. The thinly veiled pur-
pose of these websites is to promote sponsor links and prod-
ucts. Personally, I object to websites that blur the lines between 
advice, gossip, and a sales pitch.
The bottom line--major purchases with life-long implications 
require detailed and thoughtful analysis. Women are playing 
an increasing role in making financial decisions according to 
Point for Credit Union Research & Advice (4). “About 90 percent 
of women say they’re either the primary financial decision 
maker or equally share in the decisions. About two-thirds also 
say they manage their money entirely on their own.” If this is 
true, then a prudent approach to cyberspace and a respect for 
what it is, and isn’t, is of great concern to all of us as its reach 
and influence grows in the coming years. The best rules of 
thumb:

n whatever your purchase, do your best to determine that it 
is a ‘good deal’ for you [follow the money] and aligned with 
your goals.
n Do your own assessment. Does this purchase contribute in 
good measure to your sense of security and belonging, self-
respect, self-expression, taste or cultural mores?

n Based on your goals and values, is this purchase in harmo-
ny with what you know to be true about yourself, or is it in-
fluenced by outside forces unacquainted with your needs 
and means?

Answer these simple questions when making your online pur-
chase or researching the web and you are likely to avoid the 
perils of cyberspace.
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